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• Staff have returned to on-site work and the College has a new tele-work policy that 
allows limited remote work when it is compatible with addressing student needs.  
Students are increasingly demonstrating via enrollment choices that they prefer 
flexibility in instruction and the ability to blend face-to-face with remote, as well as 
blend synchronous and asynchronous.  

• Student Services has been providing a very full schedule of various recruitment, 
engagement and enrollment events and activities.  Marketing is robustly promoting the 
college and these events, via social media and other channels. 

• Now that we are independently accredited with our own registrar office, OCCC can 
publish honor roll recipients every term.   The Winter 2022 Honor Roll recipients (unless 
they opted out) were published April 16. 

• The 2022 Federal Omnibus Bill provided $503,000 for a Nursing SIM Lab at our Lincoln 
City building. 

• OCCC was one of five Oregon Community Colleges to be funded by the Ford Family 
Foundation’s Improving Community College Outcomes for Rural Oregon Males initiative. 
OCCC will receive $200,000 over three years to implement the work. 

• OCCC is now on Tik-Tok 

• Seven staff attended the Bonds, Ballots, and Buildings conference (put on by Oregon 
School Boards Association in even # years) and we are moving into a higher rate of 
planning for the eventual construction of our next building in Newport, aka, the “WERC” 
(Workforce Education resiliency Center). 

• The SBDC and Community Ed line-ups are strong and increasingly well-enrolled. 

• The 2022 Oregon Legislative Session has come to an end. Oregon Community Colleges 
(including OCCC) had three legislative priorities, two were successfully reached: Future 
Ready Oregon was funded (this is a very big deal for CTE at community colleges) and 
important adjustments were made to Oregon Promise (“free community college” for 
high school graduates). Our third priority, assistance with Cybersecurity for Community 
Colleges was not funded, but did generate legislative awareness and interest in the issue 
and we will bring this topic back in the next session in 2023. Oregon Community College 
Association each year puts out a comprehensive end of session report, available here.  
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 19-20 20-21 21-22 (proj) 

Full Time Equivalent 
Enrollment (FTE) 

477 414 456 

% change from 19-20 Base <13%> <4%> 

 


